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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a control scheme for a stable teleoperation of non-holonomic mobile manipulator robots. This
configuration presents high-coupled dynamics and motion redundancy. The problem approached in this work is the
teleoperation of the end effector velocity of the Mobile Manipulator, while system redundancy is used to achieve secondary
control objectives. We considered variable asymmetric time delays as well as non-passive models of operator and environment.
From this study, it is possible to infer the control parameters, depending on the time delay, in order to assure stability. Finally,
the performance of the delayed teleoperation system is evaluated through simulations of human-in-the-loop internet
teleoperation.

Key Words: Nonlinear control, bilateral teleoperation, delayed system, operational space control, null space control, mobile
manipulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teleoperation allows the human operator to perform
physical work remotely. These systems separate the user
from the workspace, which can be hostile, dirty or even
inaccessible [1]. Teleoperation of mobile robots and manip-
ulators individually can achieve higher security and better
performance of the task by using the intellectual and
decision making capacity of the human operator [2].
Additionally the use of the Internet as a communication
channel increases the applications of the teleoperation
systems. However, the presence of time-delays can produce
instability or low performance in a delayed teleoperation
system [1,3,4] as well as poor transparency [5].

There are many control schemes for standard
teleoperation between two manipulators including time
delay [3,5,6]. The concept commonly used inside the design
of control schemes for these systems is the injection of
damping to dissipate kinetic energy in order to assure stabil-
ity. Firstly, strategies like [7–9] add so-called apparent
damping. Then, simple PD-like schemes plus injection of
damping are used, achieving a stable operation, including
position coordination [10–12] The literature involving
teleoperation of mobile robots is less extensive but includes
also a high diversity of strategies such as passivity-based
controllers, impedence-based schemes, PD-like controllers
and schemes based on wave variables [13]. One of the main

reasons for an increased difficulty in applying existing
proposals for mobile robot teleoperation is the mismatch
between the models of the master and slave, for example
if the master does not move, the mobile robot generally goes
at a constant speed.

On the other hand, mobile manipulator teleoperation
extends the capabilities of mobile robot and manipulators
teleoperation allowing interaction with complex, unstruc-
tured environments and extending the workspace area. This
is a relatively young research area. In these systems, motion
redundancy complicates the controller design, especially
when the master robot (usually 3DOF Joystick with force
feedback) has less DOF than the mobile manipulator; there-
fore many research efforts are oriented to the human
machine interface and redundancy resolution. In [14–16]
switching control teleoperation is proposed, where the
human operator decides to control mobile base speed or
final effector position. In [17] a switching control
teleoperation is developed, where the velocity of the end
effector is controlled instead of the mobile base velocity.
Although these works address the problem of bilateral
teleoperation, the communication delays are considered
negligible, therefore, the closed loop stability of the whole
system, including the human operator is not analyzed.

In [18] and [19] a teleoperation approach using virtual
spring and operational space formulation is proposed.
Motion redundancy is used to reach secondary control
objectives, and force feedback is also considered. In
addition a stability proof is provided for small constant
delays and assuming a passive behavior of the human
operator. The strategies proposed for bilateral teleoperation
of mobile manipulators, including time-varying delays and
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stability analysis, are currently much less formalized than
the pioneering areas mentioned and, therefore, the main
motivation of this work is to apply the sophisticated back-
ground available in the state-of-the-art studies of bilateral
teleoperation of robots (mobile and manipulator robots) to
these systems in order to increase further the use of
teleoperation systems in practice.

In contrast with most schemes available in the
literature on mobile manipulator teleoperation, this paper
proposes a control scheme that ensures the stability of
the entire teleoperation loop, including a non-passive
model of the human operator and the environment as well
as non-negligible variables and asymmetric time delays.
For this analysis no linearization techniques are used,
instead delayed nonlinear systems analysis techniques are
employed. Furthermore, an adjustment procedure for con-
troller parameters is provided through which the designer
can ensure the system stability and achieve a proper sys-
tem performance.

The end effector velocity control is made with a PD-
like plus damping scheme in task space, while the dynamics
control and secondary control actions are achieved using
the operation space formulation [20]. Furthermore, the
scheme is evaluated with human-in-the-loop simulations
and experimental teleoperations using the internet between
Universidad Nacional de San Juan (UNSJ) San Juan
Argentina and Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo
(UFES) Victoria Brazil. These human-in-the-loop experi-
ences are made in order to verify the theoretical analysis.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
some preliminary aspects such as the employed kinematic
and dynamic models. In Section III a control scheme applied
to bilateral teleoperation of no holonomic redundant mobile
manipulator robots is proposed. In Section IV, the system
stability is analyzed through a Lyapunov-Krasovskii func-
tional (LKF). A method for adjusting system parameters is
proposed in Section V. Section VI shows human-in-the-loop
simulation and international teleoperation experimental
results, where a user drives a robot simulator via the internet
between two countries (Brazil–Argentina). Finally, in Section
VII, the conclusions of this work are given.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

Notation.We use standard notations throughout the paper. If x is a
scalar, x is a vector and is a matrix, then |x| is the absolute value of,
xT is the transpose of vector, ZT is the transpose of the matrix, |y| is
the Euclidean norm of y, |Z| is the induced norm of Z,
Z> 0(Z< 0) means that Z is positive definite (negative definite),
and λmin(Z) ,λmax(Z) represent the minimum and maximum eigen-
value of matrix Z. In addition, ‖y‖1,‖y‖2 and ‖y‖∞ represent the
L1-norm, L2-norm and L infinite-norm of respectively y.

The dynamic model of the master device can be
expressed in its traditional form:

Mm xmð Þ€xm þ Cm xm; _xmð Þ _xm þ gm xmð Þ¼fmþfh (1)

where xm; _xm€xm∈ℝl are the position, velocity and
acceleration of the master end effector in Cartesian space
respectively; Mm(xm)∈ℝl × l is the inertia matrix;
Cm xm; _xmð Þ is the matrix representing centripetal and
Coriolis forces; gm(xm) is the gravitational force; fh is
the force and torques exerted by the human operator and
fm is the control force applied to the master in operational
space.

For the Slave device, let us consider q(t) = [x y ϕ
θ1 ... θk]T∈ℝi the general coordinate system vector of
the mobile manipulator formed by position and orientation

of mobile platform x y ϕ½ �Tand joint position of the k-
DOF manipulator θ1 ::: θk½ �.

Vectors xs; _xs€xs∈ℝn are the position, velocity and
acceleration of the slave end effector in task space respec-
tively. Vector xs may be composed of position and orienta-
tion of the slave manipulator end-effector in terms of
global frame.

The relation between _xsand _qis given by task Jacobian
Jq(q)∈ℝn × i.

_xs¼Jq qð Þ _q (2)

Let us assume a non-holonomic velocity constraint of
the mobile platform defined by,

_x sin ϕð Þ � _y cos ϕð Þ � a _ϕ ¼ 0 (3)

where _x,_y, _ϕ are the velocity components of the mobile plat-
form and a the distance between the mass and rotation cen-
ter. This constrain can be written as

A qð Þ _q ¼ 0 (4)

where, A qð Þ ¼ sin ϕð Þ � cos ϕð Þ �a 01�k½ �.
We define S(q) as a matrix composed of a base vector

of the null space of A(q), so equation (4) and (2) can be
written as follows:

_q¼S qð Þν (5)

_xs¼JqSν (6)

where ν∈ℝmwith m< i may be composed of angular and
linear velocity of the mobile platform or its joint
velocities, in conjunction with the joint velocities of the ma-
nipulator robot. From (6), the redefined system Jacobian is.

J¼JqS ∈ℝn�m (7)

In the following, we will use the expression of the end
effector acceleration, which is obtained deriving (6)

€xs¼J _νþ _Jν (8)

The dynamic model of the mobile manipulator can
be obtained from Lagrangeˈs dynamic equation [(21)].
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For n-DOF redundant manipulator mounted on a non-
holonomic mobile platform, the dynamics consists of the
coupled dynamics of the mobile platform and the manipu-
lator [22,23]:

Ms qð Þ€qþCs q; _qð Þ _qþgs qð Þ¼B qð Þτsþτe � A qð ÞTλ (9)

Ms(q)∈ℝi × iis a symmetrical positive defined matrix
that represents system inertia, Cs q; _qð Þ _q∈ℝirepresents the
components of centripetal and Coriolis forces.

Vector gs(q)∈ℝ irepresents the gravitational torques,
B(q) is the transformation matrix of control actions, τs is
the torque input vector, τe are the torques in the joint space
caused by the environment interaction forces and A(q)Tλ
denotes a vector of non-holonomic constrain toques.

The unconstrained model of the mobile manipulator
can be computed using equations (9) and (5).

Ms qð Þ _νþCs q; _qð Þνþgs qð Þ¼τc þ τνe (10)

where

Ms qð Þ¼STMs qð ÞS
Cs q; _qð Þ¼ST Ms qð Þ _SþCs q; _qð ÞS� �
gs qð Þ¼STgs qð Þ
τc¼STB qð Þτs
τνe ¼ ST qð Þτe
The dynamically consistent generalized inverse

J+∈ℝm × n was presented in [24], and corresponds to the
solution that minimizes the manipulator instantaneous
kinetic energy.

Jþ ¼ Ms
�1
JTMx (11)

Here Mx(xs) is the inertia matrix of the model
expressed in Cartesian coordinates, which for a redundant
robot, under the assumption that J is full rank (that is, out
of kinetics and representation singularities), can be written
as follows

Mx¼ JMs
�1
JT

� ��1
(12)

Note that as m≥ n, J+ is right inverse of J , so the
following identities hold

JJþ ¼ JþTJT¼I (13)

The relationship of torques in joint space τ and forces
in operational space f is given by:

f¼JþTτ (14)

Because J+T is redundant, the inverse operation is not
unique. A general solution is

τ ¼ JTfþNTτ0 (15)

where τ0 is an arbitrary vector and NT is the dynamically
consistent null space of J+T , which can be represented by

NT¼I�JTJþT (16)

In this article the following properties of dynamic
models of master and slave devices are used [21]:

Property 1. The inertia matrices Mm(xm) ,Ms(q) are sym-
metric and positive definite.

Property 2. From Property 1 and (12), the inertia matrix
Mx(xs) is symmetric and positive definite, and it is known
that

λminI ≤Mx ≤ λmaxI (17)

Property 3. The matrix _Mm xmð Þ � 2Cm xm; _xmð Þ is skew-
symmetric.

Property 4. There exists a kr>0 such that Cm xm; _xmð Þ
_xm ≤ kr _xmj j2 for all time t.

Assumption 1. The time delays h1(t) and h2(t) are bounded.
Therefore, there exist positive scalars h1 and h2 such that
0 ≤ h1 tð Þ ≤ h1 and 0 ≤ h2 tð Þ ≤ h2 for all t.

Assumption 2. The human operator and the environment
behave in a non-passive way [25] and they are represented
by the following model.

fh ¼ �αh _xm þ fah (18)

fe ¼ �αe _xs þ fae (19)

where αh is the damping of the human operator model, and
αe is the environmentˈs damping (passive components). On
the other hand, fah , fae ∈L∞ involve non-passive and addi-
tional passive components and their bounds are given by
fahj j ≤ fah and faej j ≤ fae, with fah and fae positive constants.

Lemma 1. [2]: For real vector functions a(.) and b(.) and a
time-varying scalar h(t) with 0 ≤ h tð Þ ≤ h , the following
inequality holds,

�2aT tð Þ ∫
t

t�h tð Þ
b ξð Þdξ � ∫

t

t�h tð Þ
bT ξð Þb ξð Þdξ

≤ h tð ÞaT tð Þa tð Þ ≤ haT tð Þa tð Þ
(20)

Lemma 2. Considering Property 1, equation (11), (12) and
(16), if J from (17) has full rank, the following equality
holds

JMs
�1
NT ¼ 0 (21)
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Proof. Combining equations (11) and (16)

NT¼I�JTMxJMs
�1

(22)

pre multiplying (22) by JMs
�1

JMs
�1
NT¼JMs

�1�JMs
�1
JTMxJMs

�1
(23)

From relation (12) Mx
�1¼ JMs

�1
JT , substituting in

equation (23) it is proved that JMs
�1
NT ¼ 0.

In the next section, the control scheme will be
introduced.

III. PD-LIKE CONTROLLER FOR
TELEOPERATION

PD-like controllers are simple structures that have a
good performance in practice for many applications and
their parameters are calibrated quickly. Recently, the perfor-
mance of these schemes has been evaluated for the position
and velocity control of bilateral teleoperation systems of
manipulator and mobile robots [10,11]. In these cases, if
the damping of the master and slave are sufficiently big,
then stability is assured.

Here, the teleoperation system is used to control the
velocity of the end effector of a mobile manipulator, where
the user permanently sends commands and perceives by
means of force feedback the remote task. A force PD-like
scheme is used in the task space in order to ensure
teleoperation stability, but as the slave robot is redundant,
the joint torque vector that produces a desired operational
force is not unique (15). Then, a local loop is necessary to
ensure reference tracking considering the high-coupled dy-
namics, as well as take advantage of the motion redundancy
to reach secondary control objectives, such as posture con-
trol, obstacles avoidance or manipulability maximization
among others, without affecting the end effector velocity.

The PD-like controller proposed establishes the con-
trol actions as follows,

fm ¼ �km kgxm � _xs t � h2ð Þ� �� αm _xm � kpxm þ gm

τc ¼ JT ς �Mx _Jν
� �þ NTτo þ Cs q; _qð Þνþ gs qð Þ

ς ¼ ks kgxm t � h1ð Þ � _xs
� �� σsz

8>><
>>:

(24)

Where the controller is formed by fm and τc. The pa-
rameters ks and σs are a positive constant that represents
the proportional gain and acceleration dependent damping
added by the velocity controller, αm,kp are the damping
and spring injected in the master, and km represents a rela-
tive spring depending on the mismatch between the master
reference and the robot velocity. Besides, the parameter kg

maps the master position to a velocity reference, and z is
an auxiliary variable that represents measured mobile robot
acceleration €xs

€xs ¼ z (25)

Besides, τo is the null space control action, which
will be taken into account to achieve any secondary tasks.
Next, the stability of the delayed bilateral teleoperation
system is modeled by (1),(10),(18),(19), the communica-
tion channel, featured by Assumption 1 and the PD-like
controller (24) will be analyzed.

Remark 1. It is important to signal that the whole system is
nonlinear and includes asymmetric time-varying delays.

Remark 2. The control scheme does not compensate the
non-modeled external forces but they are felt by the human
operator since such forces, represented by the term fea in
(19), change the end effector motion and therefore the force
feedback received by the user.

IV. STABILITY OF THE DELAYED
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM

The stability analysis of the control scheme is based
on a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF) [26] applied
to bilateral teleoperation of a mobile manipulator . Now,
we present the main result of this work as follows.

Theorem 1. Consider a delayed teleoperation system,
where a human operator (18) using a master device (1)
drives a remote non-holonomic mobile manipulator robot
described by (10) interacting with an environment (19),
and where the control law (24) is included. For positive
constant parameters km , ks , kg , l , p considering Assump-
tions 1, 2 and Properties 1, 2, 3 and 4; if the control pa-
rameters αm and σs are such that the following
inequalities hold:

λm ¼ kg αm þ αhð Þ � kglh1 � h2
kg2km2

4p
> 0

λs ¼ kmσs
ks

� ph2 � h1kgkm2

4l
> 0

(26)

Then the vector x ¼ xm _xm kgxm � _xs z _xs
� �T∈ L∞ . In

addition, the variables _xm and z are ultimately bounded to
a convergence zone established by ρm

λm
and ρs

λs
respectively,

where ρm ¼ kgfah and ρs ¼ kmks�1fae .
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Proof. First, a functionalV=V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6> 0
is proposed in order to analyze its evolution along the system
trajectories. It is formed by six parts: V1 represents the kinetic
energy of the master, V2 considers the potential energy of the
error between the master and the slave robot, V3 ,V4 taking
into account the motion energy of the mobile manipulator,
V5 represents the potential energy of the master, and V6 is
included for mathematical reasons in order to transform the
terms that includedelayedvariables to termswithnon-delayed
variables. The sub-functional are defined in the following
manner:

V1 ¼ 1
2
kg _xmTMm qmð Þ _xm (27)

V2 ¼ 1
2
km kgxm � _xs

� �T kgxm � _xs
� �

(28)

V3 ¼ 1
2
αekmks�1 _xs

T _xs (29)

V4 ¼ kmks�1∫
t

0z
TMxz dt (30)

V5 ¼ 1
2
kpkgxmTxm (31)

V6 ¼ p ∫
0

�h2

∫
t

tþθ
z ξð ÞTz ξð Þd ξdθ

þkgl ∫
0

�h1

∫
t

tþθ
_xm ξð ÞT _xm ξð Þd ξd θ

(32)

The time derivative of (27) along the master dynam-
ics (1) taking into account Properties 1 and 3, is the fol-
lowing one,

_V1 ¼ kg
1
2
_xm

T _Mm _xm þ kg _xmTMm€xm (33)

The local close loop dynamics of the master side is
obtained replacing (24) and (18) in (1)

Mm€xm¼ km _xs t � h2ð Þ � kmkgxm
� αm þ αhð Þ _xm þ fah � Cm _xm

(34)

As _xs t � h2ð Þ ¼ _xs tð Þ � ∫
t

t�h2€xs ξð Þdξ , equation (34)
can be written in the form (35)

Mm€xm¼� km kgxm � _xs
� �� km∫

t

t�h2€xs ξð Þdξ
� αm þ αhð Þ _xm þ fah � Cm _xm � kpxm

(35)

Now, including (35) in (33) it yields,

_V1 ¼ kg
1
2
_xm

T _Mm � 2Cm

� �
_xm � kgkm _xmT kgxm � _xs

� �
� kgkm _xmT∫

t

t�h2€xs ξð Þdξ � αm þ αhð Þ _xm
þ kg _xmTfah � kgkp _xmTxm

¼ �kg αm þ αhð Þ _xmT _xm � kgkm _xmT kgxm � _xs
� �

� kgkm _xmT∫
t

t�h2€xs ξð Þdξ þ kg _xmTfah � kgkp _xmTxm

(36)
Then, _V2 is obtained from (28) as follows,

_V2 ¼ km kgxm � _xs
� �T kg _xm � €xs

� �
¼ kgkm kgxm � _xs

� �T
_xm � km kgxm � _xs

� �T
€xs

(37)

On the other hand, _V3 is computed from (29),

_V3 ¼ αekmks�1 _xs
T€xs (38)

Next, the slave robot close loop is needed to com-
pute _V4. Substituting τc of (24) in (10):

_ν ¼ Ms
�1
JT ς �Mx _Jν

� �þMs
�1
NTτo

þMs
�1
τνe (39)

Replacing (39) into (8) and then considering (12) in
the resulting equation, the end effectors acceleration €xs
can be expressed as

€xs¼Mx
�1ς þ JMs

�1
NTτo þ JMs

�1τνe (40)

Besides, the operational space external force fe in
terms of joint space external torques τνe is

fe¼JþTτνe (41)

Now, the acceleration produced by external torques
in (40) can be expressed in terms of fe pre multiplying
(41) by Mx

�1 and taking into account (13)

Mx
�1fe ¼ JMs

�1τνe (42)

Inserting (42) and ς from (24) into (40), and apply-
ing Lemma 2 we get the slave robot closed loop dynam-
ics in operation space.

Mx€xs¼kskgxm t � h1ð Þ � ks _xs � σszþ fe (43)

Including fe from (19) in (43) and considering that

xm t � h1ð Þ ¼ xm tð Þ � ∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ , the slave device
closed loop equation (44) is obtained.

Mx€xs¼� kskg∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ � αe _xs

þ ks kgxm � _xs
� �� σszþ fae

(44)

Now, _V4 can be obtained inserting (44) into the
derivative of (30), considering Properties 1 and also the
relation (25),
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_V4 ¼ kmks�1zTMxz

¼ kmks�1zTMx€xs

¼ �kmkgzT∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ � kmks�1αezT _xs

þ kmzT kgxm � _xs
� �� kmks�1σszTz

þ kmks�1zTfae

(45)

Furthermore, _V5 is obtained from (31) as follows,

_V5 ¼ kpkgxmT _xm (46)

It is possible to appreciate in (36) and (45) that
there are terms with delayed variables that make the sta-
bility analysis difficult. For solving this, V6 is introduced.
_V6 is computed from (32), Assumption 1 and Leibniz
rule:

_V6 ≤ ph2zTz� p∫
t

t�h2z
T ξð Þz ξð Þdξ

þ kglh1 _xmT _xm � kgl∫
t

t�h1 _xm
T ξð Þ _xm ξð Þdξ (47)

Next, _V ¼ _V1 þ _V2 þ _V3 þ _V4 þ _V5 þ _V6 is built
joining (36), (37), (38), (45) and (47), and also
considering the relation (25),

_V ≤ � kg αm þ αhð Þ _xmT _xm þ kglh1 _xmT _xm

� kmks�1σszTzþ ph2zTzþ kg _xmTfah þ kmks�1zTfae

� kgkmzT∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ � kgl∫
t

t�h1 _xm
T ξð Þ _xm ξð Þdξ

� kmkg _xmT∫
t

t�h2z ξð Þdξ � p∫
t

t�h2z
T ξð Þz ξð Þdξ

(48)

Using Lemma 1 (20) into the last terms of equation
(48), relations (49) and (50) are established

�kgkmzT∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ � kgl∫
t

t�h1 _xm
T ξð Þ _xm ξð Þdξ

¼ kgl �kml�1zT∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ
�

�∫
t

t�h1 _xm
T ξð Þ _xm ξð Þdξ

	

≤
1
4
h1kgkm2l�1zTz

(49)

�kmkg _xmT∫
t

t�h2z ξð Þdξ � p∫
t

t�h2z
T ξð Þz ξð Þdξ

¼ p �kgkmp�1 _xm
T∫

t

t�h2z ξð Þdξ � ∫
t

t�h2z
T ξð Þz ξð Þdξ

� 	

≤
1
4
h2kg2km2p�1 _xm

T _xm

(50)

Next (51) is derived applying relations (49) and (50)
to (48) and regrouping terms.

_V ¼ _V1 þ _V2 þ _V3 þ _V4 þ _V5 þ _V6

_V≤� _xm
T kg αm þ αhð ÞI� kglh1I� h2

kg2km2

4p
I

� 	
_xm

�zT
kmσs
ks

I� ph2I� h1kgkm2

4l
I

� 	
z

þkgfah _xmj j þ km
ks
fae zj j

¼ �λm _xmT _xm � λszTzþ ρs zj j þ ρm _xmj j
(51)

Given positive constant parameters for, km , ks , kg , l,
and p as well as bounded values for h1, h2 , fae and fah , the
control parameters αm and σs can be set to guarantee that
the first two terms of (51) are negative definite and therefore
the variables _xm; z∈L∞ . From this, it can be proved that

kgxm � _xs
� �

; xm; _xs∈ L∞ (see Appendix1) and therefore x ¼
xm _xm kgxm � _xs z _xs½ �T∈L∞ . For this condition, it
is possible to appreciate from (51) that the state variables

Fig. 1. 3D Inspection Task.
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_xm and z are ultimately bounded to a convergence zone
established by ρm

λm
and ρs

λs
respectively.

Remark 3. Positive constants l and p are design parameters
that can be used to distribute damping between master
device and slave robot in order to meet the technological
limitations of them.

Remark 4. If the components of the human operator fah and
environment fae are null fah ¼ fae ;¼ 0

� �
, then ρm = ρs = 0

and therefore the system is stable. For this particular case,
the Barbalatˈs lemma can be used in (51) where taking into
account Assumptions 1 to 2, Property 1 to 4 and that
xm; _xm; kgxm � _xs

� �
; z; _xs ∈ L∞, it is possible to deduce that

€xm and _z are bounded and therefore €V is bounded too. Then
€xm and z will tend to zero as t→∞.

V. PARAMETERS ADJUSTMENT
PROCEDURE

In this section a procedure for setting parameters is pro-
posed to simplify the practical implementation of the system.

The parameters kg, kp, km, ks, kh , αm , σs , δ , l , p in
previous sections were taken as scalar, but in general they
can be diagonal matrices called Kg,Kp,Km,Ks,Kh ,αm ,σs ,
L ,P respectively.

Fig. 2. Third task objective.

Table I. Experimental results in % of (59).

Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3

% of (53) 10% 100% 180% 10% 100% 180% 10% 100% 180%
%Ttask 144% 122% 151% 200% 146% 198% 267% 220% 259%
%‖Ie‖ 512% 354% 389% 764% 593% 673% 819% 707% 613%
%Ttask‖Ie‖ 749% 434% 591% 1524% 872% 1330% 2187% 1566% 1590%
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As stated in section III the variable z is a measurement
of mobile robot acceleration €xs. On real systems the accel-
eration measurement is noisy then low pass filters are usu-
ally employed, such as

€xs ¼ zþ γ _z (52)

with γ→ 0+. For discrete time implementation z represents
the mobile robot acceleration €xs obtained in last sampling
time k-1 previous to the current sample k.

Through the matrices L and P proposed in the theoreti-
cal analysis, different criteria can be used to establish a practi-
cal condition over system damping, that is, L and Pcould be
set to minimize damping injected to the system. We propose
a conservative condition that is aimed to simplify equation
(26) to a representative expression of the variables that influ-

ence the damping injection. SelectingL ¼ αm h1 þ h2
� ��1

>

0 andP ¼ 1=4αm�1KgKm
2 h1 þ h2
� �

> 0, condition (26) is
simplified to (53).

αh≥0

σs ≥
1
4
αm�1KsKgKm h1 þ h2

� �2 (53)

In this expression, the effect of parameters
Ks;Kg;Km; h1; h2 over system damping is clearer. Usually
themaster controller dampingαm is limited by the force capa-
bilities of themaster robot employed,while the slave damping
σs can be freely configured by the designer.

The following adjustment procedure and selection of
parameters for the presented system is proposed.

a Taking Km=0(unilateral case), and h1 = h2 = 0, set Kg

to establish the maximum velocity command and Ks

considering the dynamics of the mobile robot so that
a good performance of the velocity controller in the re-
mote side is achieved. Choose γ value in (52) to re-
move noise from the measured acceleration signal €xs.

b Set Km to match the desired level of force feedback
cue considering the different gains between the

Fig. 3. Experiment total time delay.

Fig. 4. Slave reference and end effector velocity.
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master and mobile robot. Kp is chosen near zero to
avoid interfering with the force feedback.

c Select αmto meet the maximum force capabilities of
the master device.

d From the values of Ks ,Kg ,Km ,αm, and taking into
account the maximum communication channel delays
h1; h2 determine the value of the slave robot damping
by equation (53).

VI. HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATIONS

In this section experimental results are obtained. A
human operator drives a simulator of a mobile Robot
employing a Novint Falcon hand-controller with force
feedback. The robots dynamics are simulated using
Simulink, and visualization is done by V-REP. The aim
of the experiment is to photograph spheres distributed
in 3D space (Fig. 1), and the operator must fit each
sphere within a predefined limit in the image plane
(Fig. 2). This task cannot be accomplished with a tradi-
tional manipulator limited to its work area, nor can it be
accomplished by a mobile robot limited by the plane of
movement.

A posture control is applied to the null space control
actions τo:

τo ¼ Kρ pref � ∫
t

0
ν ξð Þdξ

0
@

1
A�Kvν�Ka _ν (54)

Where pref is the desired posture of the mobile
manipulator, Kρ,Kvand Ka are diagonal, positive defined
matrices.

For the inspection task, it is desirable that the mobile
manipulator keeps a posture with the elbows up, facilitating
navigation. This can be achieved by setting the null space
parameters high. Since the mass of the base is much higher
than that of the manipulator, the latter robot is able to

respond faster to sudden changes of the reference rate. If
the parameters of the secondary posture controller are set
very high, the arm will remain stiff and speed reference will
be executed by the base, the responsiveness of which is
lower. Then, the null space controller parameters (54) are
adjusted empirically as a trade-off between speed of re-
sponse and navigation posture (55).

Kρ ¼ diag 0 0 5 5 5 5½ �ð Þ
Kv ¼ diag 5 5 5 5 5 5½ �ð Þ
Ka ¼ diag 0:1 0:1 0:1 0:1 0:1 0:1½ �ð Þ
Kg ¼ diag 7 1:2 0:2½ �ð Þ
Km ¼ diag 20 50 200½ �ð Þ
pref ¼ 0 0 0 π=4 π=4 0½ �T
γ ¼ 0:01; ks ¼ 70; kp ¼ 0:001

(55)
In this work, the time delays are taken in a general way

as variables, asymmetric and with bounded magnitude. The
system performance is tested locally for three different sim-
ulated time delays (56).

For these experiments αm was set to 110 [Kg/s]
through all time delays tested and σs was calculated using
(53) for a particular set of h1 , h2 , called Delay 1, Delay 2
and Delay 3, which are established explicitly in (51).

Delay 1 :
h1 ¼ 0:25þ 0:05 sin 4t þ 0:1ð Þ
h2 ¼ 0:29þ 0:01 sin t þ 0:5ð Þ

(

Delay 2 :
h1 ¼ 0:4þ 0:1 sin 4t þ 0:1ð Þ
h2 ¼ 0:35þ 0:15 sin t þ 0:5ð Þ

(

Delay 3 :
h1 ¼ 0:6þ 0:15 sin 4t þ 0:1ð Þ
h2 ¼ 0:65þ 0:1 sin t þ 0:5ð Þ

(
(56)

Three different indexes are used to measure system
performance. The first metrics is called Ttask, defined as the

Fig. 5. End effector trajectory.
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average time to complete each task, for a certain time delay
and damping setting. This index is computed as follows:

Ttask ¼ 1
n
∑
n

i¼1
tf i (57)

wheren=10 is the testˈsquantity and tfi is the time takenby the
operator to complete the task in each test. The second index is
synchronization error Iewhichmeasures the average coupling
between master and slave device. This metric is taken as sta-
bility index.

Ie ¼ 1000
n

∑
n

i¼1

1
tf i

∫
tf i

0
kgxmi tð Þ � _xsi tð Þ


 

dt (58)

The third index is the product of indexes 1 and2, andde-
notes a general criterion for assessing the performance of each
setting.

Indexes are obtained for each time delay employing
three damping settings for master and slave device, in %
of the αm chosen and σs calculated.

Reference values are obtained considering h1 ¼ h2 ¼
0 and αm= σs=0, for these settings the average performance
index are:

Ttask ¼ 65:49

I ek k ¼ 4:37

Ttask Iek k ¼ 286:4

8><
>: (59)

Average results are presented in Table I as percentage
of reference values given in (59).

It is important to note that the stability condition ob-
tained in (26) is sufficient but not necessary. However, the
experimental results exposed in Table I shows that when
the damping is set weakly (10% of (59)), the indexes ob-
tained are poor. On the other hand, an oversetting of
damping does not improve all indexes. Even more, the

calibration 100% of (59) produces the better index
%Ttask‖Ie‖ for the time delays evaluated. Although a gener-
alization of these results should include major quantity of
experiments (different tasks, more types of time delay, more
users, etc.), the parameters based on the theoretical analysis
provide a good estimate of the adequate controller setting.

Next, the results of a teleoperation experiment via in-
ternet between Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo
(UFES) of Vitoria ES, Brazil and Universidad Nacional de
San Juan (UNSJ) of San Juan, Argentina, are presented.

The master device (Novint Falcon) is placed in UFES
while the slave device (simulated mobile manipulator) is
placed in UNSJ. The measured time delay of the experiment
is shown in Fig. 3. The reference tracking of the slave con-
trol loop and the trajectory followed by the end effector of
the mobile manipulator on the remote site are shown in
Fig. 4. The mapped position of the slave device and the
force feedback felt by the operator on the local site are in-
cluded in Fig. 6. The Slave robot end effector velocity and
torque applied to the mobile manipulator are shown in
Fig. 7. Finally the synchronization error between master
and slave robot is shown in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 5, the trajectory of the mobile manipulator
end effector on the remote site, is shown. The robot in-
spects three objectives distributed in 3D space and then it
goes to final zone marked in green (see Figure 1). From
Figs 4–8 to 8 it is possible to appreciate that the main sys-
tem variables remain bounded. Also in Fig. 4, the perfor-
mance of the local slave controller can be seen, in which
the slave robot is capable of accurately following the de-
layed reference of the remote control loop. Finally, the
torques shown in Figs 6 and 7 are compatible with the ca-
pabilities of the master and slave robots, which for the
Novint Falcon device is around 8.9 Newtons and for the
mobile manipulator base is around 40 Newtons in its linear
component.

Fig. 6. Master reference and force feedback measured on local site.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a stable scheme for bilateral
teleoperation of a mobile manipulator has been proposed.
The strategy includes a task space PD-like controller with
damping injection and dynamic compensation on both mas-
ter and slave robot. In addition, a redundancy resolution
strategy based on operational space formulation was added.
The stability analysis gives as its result a procedure for
calibrating system parameters in compliance with the tech-
nological limitations of the devices. In addition, human-
in-the-loop simulations were made. The task performance
for different time delays and calibration of parameters was
analyzed, concluding that the obtained results are in agree-
ment with theoretical results achieved. Finally, a
teleoperation experiment between Brazil and Argentina is
presented to motivate the application potential of this type
of system via the Internet to several areas.
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APPENDIX 1

Next the boundedness of system states
kgxm � _xs
� �

; xm; _xswill be analyzed.
From theorem 1 the variables _xm; zare bounded ∀t, that

is
_xmj j ≤ β _xm

zj j ≤ βz
(60)

From last relations, the following inequalities, which
will be used below, can be written as

∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ










≤ sup
ξ∈ t�h1;t½ �

_xm ξð Þj j∫
t

t�h1dξ≤h1β _xm

∫
t

t�h2
z ξð Þdξ














≤ supξ∈ t�h2;t½ � z ξð Þj j∫

t

t�h2dξ≤h2βz

(61)

By clearing _xs in equation (44) and replacing its ex-
pression in equation (35), the whole system closed loop
equation is obtained, which can be written by convenience
in the form (62).

Mm€xm þ C2 _xm þ C1xm¼ f xð Þ (62)

where
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C1 ¼ kp þ kgkm 1� ks
αe þ ks

� 	� 	
I > 0

C2 ¼ αm þ αhð ÞI > 0

f xð Þ ¼ �kskgkm
αe þ ks

∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ � km
αe þ ks

Mx€xs

� kmσs
αe þ ks

zþ km αe þ ksð Þ�1fae

þfah � km ∫
t

t�h2
€xs ξð Þdξ � Cm _xm

Applying Minkowski inequality to |f(x)| considering
bounded values (60),(61) and equation (25), the following
relation is achieved:

f xð Þ ≤ kskgkm
αe þ ks

h1β _xm þ km
αe þ ks

Mxj jβz

þ kmσs
αe þ ks

βz þ km αe þ ksð Þ�1fae

þfah þ kmh2βz þ krβ _xm
2

(63)

Next, Property 2 is applied to (63). The following
expression is reached,

f xð Þ ≤ β1I (64)

where β1∈L∞ is given by

β1 ¼
kskgkmh1β _xm

αe þ ks
þ krβ _xm

2 þ km
αe þ ks

fae

þ kmσsβz
αe þ ks

þ kmλmaxβz
αe þ ks

þ kmh2βz þ fah

From equation (62) and (64) we can express that
Mm€xm þ C2 _xm þ C1xm ≤ β1I where Mm ,C2 ,C1xm ,
β1I> 0 therefore xm∈L∞. That is there exists βxm> 0 such
that

xmj j≤βxm (65)

Next, an expression for _xsj j is obtained from (44),

αe þ ksð Þ ̇ xsj j¼ �kskg∫
t

t�h1 ̇ xm ξð Þdξ





�Mx€xs þ kskgxm � σszþ fae




(66)

Applying Minkowski inequality to (64), we have

αe þ ksð Þ _xsj j ≤ kskg ∫
t

t�h1 _xm ξð Þdξ










þ Mx€xsj j
þkgks xmj j þ σs zj j þ faej j

(67)

Substituting bound values (60),(61) and (65) in (67)
and applying Property 2, we get:

αe þ ksð Þ _xsj j ≤ kskgh1β _xm þ λmax þ σsð Þβz
þkgksβxm þ fae

(68)

Then _xs∈ L∞ with upper bound given by β _xs ¼
kskgh1β _xmþkgksβxmþ λmaxþσsð Þβzþfae

αeþks
.

Analogously the signal e ¼ kgxm � _xs∈ L∞ too. This
signal has an upper bound given by βe ¼ kgβxm þ β _xs.
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